Are you:
- a Canadian citizen? OR
- a permanent resident? OR
- a registered Indian under the Indian Act? OR
- a protected person under the immigration and refugee protection Act? OR
- a person appointed by the Chief Public Health Officer under the Public Health Agency of Canada Act? OR
- transiting through Canada?

Are you: travelling for compassionate reasons (with authorization from the Public Health Agency of Canada)?

Are you: travelling for non-essential purposes, optional purposes such as tourism, recreation or entertainment?

Note: if the traveller is travelling to reunite with family / for international sport event proceed to the next step

Are you: reuniting with immediate or extended family (with authorization from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada) for a stay of at least 15 days?

If you are subject to the 14 day mandatory quarantine, will you be able to fulfill this requirement based on your planned visit to Canada?

Do you confirm that you are aware of the Government of Canada travel restrictions and that, to the best of your knowledge, you are not prohibited from entering Canada?

Do you have a molecular COVID-19 test result (that meets all the required criteria) or do you meet one of the exceptions?